Study Overview

A global multi-center,
open-label, prospective
single-arm study.

The pivotal Phase 3 clinical study is called REVERSE-IT (Rapid and SustainEd ReVERSal of TicagrElor – Intervention Trial).
REVERSE-IT is a multi-center, open-label, prospective single-arm trial designed to study reversal of the antiplatelet
effects of ticagrelor with bentracimab in patients who present with uncontrolled major or life-threatening bleeding or
who require urgent surgery or invasive procedure. Approximately 200 patients are being targeted to be enrolled from
major health centers worldwide. Patients with reported use of ticagrelor within the prior 3 days who require urgent
reversal due to uncontrolled major or life-threatening bleeding or because they need ticagrelor reversal will be eligible
for enrollment.

Mechanism of Action
Ticagrelor binds to platelets to prevent them from
forming blood clots that could restrict blood flow.
As with other antiplatelet agents, patients on
ticagrelor have an elevated risk of spontaneous
bleeding. In addition, patients on ticagrelor who
need urgent surgery cannot wait the recommended
five days for the effects of ticagrelor to dissipate,
meaning they are at increased risk of major
bleeding during and after surgery. There are
currently no other specific reversal agents
approved or in clinical development for ticagrelor
or any other antiplatelet drugs. Bentracimab binds
to ticagrelor with high affinity and specificity to
reverse the antiplatelet activity of ticagrelor, as
illustrated by data from the Phase 1 and Phase 2a
clinical trials.

Administration
Study drug will be administered as an intravenous (IV) infusion comprised of an initial IV bolus of 6 grams (g) infused
over 10 minutes for rapid reversal, followed immediately by a 6g IV loading infusion over 4 hours and then a 6g IV
maintenance infusion over 12 hours. This PB2452 regimen is expected to provide immediate reversal of the
antiplatelet effects of ticagrelor within 5 minutes of the initiation of infusion that is sustained for 20-24 hours. The total
infusion time of PB2452 will be 16 hours and 10 minutes, and total volume, approximately 180 mL. The dose will be
adjusted for patients with known concomitant use of a moderate or strong CYP3A inhibitor (see below).

Safety Endpoints
Safety and tolerability will be assessed by monitoring and recording of vital status, AEs, vital signs, and clinical
laboratory assessments through 35+3 days post-initiation of PB2452 infusion. All SAEs will be centrally adjudicated
Post-reversal thrombotic events, including major adverse cardiovascular events (MACE), other systemic
thromboembolic events, and venous thromboembolism occurring during the 35-day safety follow-up period are
considered AEs of Special Interest (AESI) and will be centrally adjudicated
Immunogenicity response to PB2452

Dose Delivery
PB2452 will be delivered via an infusion pump, an Alaris large volume pump or equivalent, or a syringe pump.
Dose volumes and infusion rates (VTBI = volume to be infused) may be rounded based on the accuracy of the pump
and to obtain the correct total dose volume.
Alaris IV administration sets, or equivalent, have a priming volume of 20-25 mL. To address this, a 30 mL bolus of
saline (provided by the site) will be instilled as an end dose flush into each dosing bag as it empties. This enables the
pump to continue until the full volume has been infused.
All IV administration sets will require a 30 mL bolus of saline at the end of each dosing bag.
Syringe pump (MPS Medical or equivalent) administration sets have a priming volume of 1 mL. No saline flush will
be utilized.
18g Dose:
A total dose of 18 g of PB2452, in a final total volume of 180 mL, will be delivered as an intravenous (IV) infusion as
follows:
An initial intravenous bolus of 6g (60 mL) will be infused over 10 minutes for rapid reversal
Followed immediately by a 6g (60 mL) loading infusion infused over 4 hours
A 6g (60 mL) maintenance infusion over 12 hours immediately follows the 4-hour loading infusion for a total
infusion time of 16 hours and 10 minutes
PB2452 can be prepared in 3 x 6 g doses, 1 x 12 g dose plus 1 x 6 g dose, or 1 x 18 g dose depending on the infusion
pump and its programming capabilities.
36 g Dose
In patients taking ticagrelor who are identified at the time of enrollment to be concomitantly taking a moderate or
strong CYP3A inhibitor (as per the protocol), an alternative regimen of PB2452 will be administered to address the
potential for a significant drug interaction. This alternative regimen will be administered as follows:
An initial 12g (120 mL) bolus infusion over 10 minutes
Followed immediately by a loading infusion of 12g (120 mL) over 6 hours
A 12g (120 mL) maintenance infusion over 18 hours immediately follows the 6-hour loading regimen for a
total infusion time of 24 hours and 10 minutes
PB2452 can be prepared in 3 x 12 g doses, 1 x 24 g dose plus 1 x 12 g dose, or 1 x 36 g dose depending on the
infusion pump and its programming capabilities.

Extended Reversal
If extended reversal is needed based on signs or symptoms of ongoing hemorrhage or risk of re-bleeding, the
maintenance infusion of PB2452 may be extended with an additional 6 g (60 mL) of PB2452 infused for 12 more hours
or 12 g (120 mL) in subjects taking moderate or strong CYP3A inhibitors of PB2452 infused for 18 more hours in
subjects taking moderate or strong CYP3A inhibitors.

